Bond lengths for Si 9 clusters within the different compounds

Band Structures and DOSs of Polymers Position Parameters for Polymers
Structural parameters of optimized Si structures are given in the CRYSTAL09 input format.
rod group number [1] Minimal set of lattice parameters a, α Number of non-equivalent atoms in the asymmetric unit <atomic number> <fractional x> <y> <z>
P1
Si 9 ∞ 1 -SiCl 2 2 n 2 11.94126351 15 14 -1.932142114178E-04 2.589321202739E+00 1.198737178962E-02 14 -2.502405474650E-01 -1.894617377340E+00 -2.538754796034E+00 14 -4.056460692186E-01 6.715027824086E-03 -2.521081286482E+00 14 -2.502100885894E-01 1.908176834899E+00 -2.526997500799E+00 14 -2.504201134824E-01 1.208005072110E-02 -4.160146585580E+00 14 -1.515305017821E-01 1.179955838120E+00 -4.519897976044E-01 14 -1.515243520374E-01 -1.180720218369E+00 -4.591204025331E-01 14 -3.483536079691E-01 1.179933773658E+00 -4.474733537399E-01 14 -9.476036499905E-02 6.374222799127E-03 -2.527589500223E+00 14 -3.483689424697E-01 -1.180538035735E+00 -4.544008133251E-01 17 3.335927232329E-02 3.797689416371E+00 -1.609987738106E+00 17 -3.420854635892E-02 3.777145571534E+00 1.647890417290E+00 14 -4.996974961702E-01 2.589002595131E+00 1.642504958071E-02 17 -4.660307556026E-01 3.769929045571E+00 1.658460617160E+00 17 4.673417600768E-01 3.805291556766E+00 -1.601329444705E+00
P2
Si 9 ∞ 1 -SiH 2 2 n 2 11.61267826 15 14 -4.118501412985E-05 2.626690980419E+00 9.201747173875E-03 14 -2.501663109339E-01 -1.874362011965E+00 -2.705731230222E+00 14 -4.111954294786E-01 1.407028079905E-02 -2.689661706263E+00 14 -2.499013724987E-01 1.900330942397E+00 -2.686556005525E+00 14 -2.500763098151E-01 2.105374031059E-02 -4.316261340072E+00 14 -1.486481579765E-01 1.179662584809E+00 -6.127934796580E-01 14 -1.486661526535E-01 -1.178933956458E+00 -6.266181566326E-01 14 -3.513160932710E-01 1.184196279434E+00 -6.138978707452E-01 14 -8.888450950442E-02 1.219360343583E-02 -2.690937688903E+00 14 -3.513422319418E-01 -1.174792748084E+00 -6.245296223527E-01 1 3.464630207228E-02 3.476360738724E+00 -1.141148541898E+00 1 -3.475588248285E-02 3.470358930209E+00 1.163913561535E+00 14 4.999137588734E-01 2.626778060755E+00 1.350443019621E-02 1 -4.654987844882E-01 3.468632817290E+00 1.169981568997E+00 1 4.652371715662E-01 3.478585488227E+00 -1.135405295555E+00
Position Parameters for Molecular Complexes
Structural parameters of molecular compounds are given in xyz coordinates. -0.07 0.14 -0.06 -0.02 0.14 0.11 0.04 -0.14 -0.04 27 14 -0 
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For this molecule, the frequency calculations could not be performed.
